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Abstract. Multi domain networks can be used in several scenarios including military, enterprize networks, emergency networks
and many other cases. In such networks, each domain might be under its own administration. Therefore, the cooperation among
domains is conditioned by individual domain policies regarding sharing information, such as network topology, connectivity,
mobility, security, various service availability and so on.
We propose a new architecture for Heterogeneous Multi Domain (HMD) networks, in which one the operations are subject
to specific domain policies. We propose a hierarchical architecture, with an infrastructure of gateways at highest-control level
that enables policy based interconnection, mobility and other services among domains. Gateways are responsible for translation
among different communication protocols, including routing, signalling, and security. Besides the architecture, we discuss in
more details the mobility and adaptive capacity of services in HMD. We discuss the HMD scalability and other advantages
compared to existing architectural and mobility solutions. Furthermore, we analyze the dynamic availability at the control level
of the hierarchy.
Keywords: Network architecture, mobility, policy based networking, heterogeneous networks

1. Introduction
Multi domain networks (MDN) can be applied in multiple scenarios, including military networks in
battlefields, enterprize and campus networks, and so on. For example, the Internet is the biggest example
of multi domain networks, where domains are the Autonomous Systems (AS).
One major characteristic of multi domain networks is that their domains are under different administrations. While such administrations might agree to share and collaborate on some services, for example
the connectivity, they might not be willing to share all details of their networks, such as configuration,
topology, name structures, routing details, mobility, security, and so on. For example, in today’s Internet,
routing is no longer based on algorithmic optimization but has to deal with policy compliance; the reason
is that the Internet is build as network among AS, which are under different administrations. Whereas in
the Internet AS are stable and their inter agreements regarding connectivity and traffic management are
static, the domains and their relations in MDNs might be highly dynamic.
The best examples of MDN are military networks on battlefields, due to their highly dynamic changes,
extreme requirements about policy control, and so on. However, other type of networks, such as
enterprize and disaster response networks, are also the target of our proposed solutions.
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The militarys dependence on interacting networks in the physical, information, cognitive, and social
domains is clear from its effort to transform itself into a force capable of network-centric operations [2,
3].
It is believed that global communications will fundamentally transform the conduct of war in the
21st century just as air power transformed it between World Wars I and II. This belief is embedded
in two strategic assumptions of profound military significance. First, better situation awareness and
communication in combat situations will result in higher combat effectiveness. This implies facile and
high-bandwidth communications between elements of all services in combat operations as well as shared
information in a common formant. Second, it is assumed that better situational awareness will make
forces more mobile by allowing heavy armor to be replaced by agility. These assumptions underlie the
transformation of military forces from the Industrial Age into the Information Age.
To win the battle of the future, the integration and networking of command, control, communications,
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems is essential, from concept development
to combat in the field. None of the systems stands alone on the battlefield. Another difficult issue is
to adapt the highly centralized and hierarchical military command structure to the new generation of
technologies. For example, it will be needed to network unmanned vehicles, include remote sensors and
weaponry, while keeping responsible and accountable human beings in the loop.
Of particular interest are tactical level communications and networking challenges that require less
operator intervention and provide greater and more seamless capabilities than exist in the current networks. Future battlefields require solutions to enable greater horizontal connectivity between tactical
edge platforms and users in order to improve the timely transmission of command and control information across the battlespace. These tactical networks exhibit an essential dynamic nature and must support
quick response entry and exit. The nodes on the network will have varying capabilities and might belong
to network domains, which differ from routing, signalling, type of links, security level, administration,
and so on.
Good candidate for MDN, which share most of the characteristics of military networks, are enterprize
networks; such networks span over multiple locations, departments, or business functions. Various
domains of such networks might need to control the interrelations with other domains based on specific
policies, for example marketing domain might not be allowed to share specific information with research
domain, or mobile nodes might have different privileges, depending in which domain they are located
and so on.
Another example of MDN are networks build during disaster situations, requiring national or international relief interventions. For example, in a disaster area caused by a hurricane or a tsunami, many
national of international entities might be involved; such entities might have their own type of networks,
which on one hand might not be fully compatible with each other, and on other hand, various entities
might not be willing to share all details of their networks. Therefore, a hierarchical controlled cooperation
would be preferred.
We present a new Heterogeneous Multi Domain (HMD) network architecture and related protocol
for seamless intercommunications among different network domains. HMD architecture enables policy
based control over MDNs. We extend our presentation on mobility of nodes among domains and dynamic
availability at control level.
The HMD architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The network is covered by various network domains, which
are composed of wired or wireless links, of different technologies, and are managed by different entities.
Interdomain communication is done by using a network of supernodes called Gateways. Gateways form
the control level and are able to translate among different routing, signalling and security protocols
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Fig. 1. Heterogeneous Multi Domain architecture.

used in various domains. The network among gateways has high connectivity, possibly a full mesh
network. Therefore, routing among gateways is simple and support high QoS. Each domain can use one
or more gateways for interdomain communications. The number of gateways per domain depend on
the size of domains, their technology, and the level of demand for inderdomain communications. Also
the number of gateways and their capabilities will adapt to changing needs in battlefield. Therefore,
HMD architecture supports decentralized, dynamic, mission-driven, policy-based network management
effective in the command operations center, as well as deployed and detached operations, and continuous
network adaptation of mobile networks, and secure solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 presents
HMD architecture. In Section 4 we present our solutions for mobility and security based on domain
policies. In Section 5 we analyze the adaptation of capacity of gateways to the traffic need. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Background work
In [21] the authors developed a communications server provides realistic tactical mobility models.
In [36] the author surveys the components and characteristics of the Army’s legacy communications
networks, illustrates the directions currently being taken for accomplishing this digitization, describes
the areas in which the civilian and military systems differ, and defines a glide path for convergence
of the two technologies in support of the military’s increasing need for information. Furthermore, the
author argues that todays military communications networks cannot support the growing demand for
information services on the battlefield. Video teleconferencing, electronic messaging and internetworked
data services will require many changes in battlefield communications. These capabilities are critical for
providing the decisive edge on the 21st century battlefield, for enhancing coordination, and for providing
the future warfighter with an additional combat multiplier.
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Traditional tactical communications systems consist of a number of separate subsystems with little
interworking between them and with external sensors and weapons systems. Combat net radio (CNR)
has provided the high-mobility communications required by combat troops, while trunk communications
systems have provided high-capacity communications between headquarters at the expense of mobility.
In [35] the authors focus on new, information-age technologies that promise to offer seamless integration of real-time data sharing, creating a single logical network architecture to facilitate the movement of
data throughout the battlespace. Because the structure of this network is constrained by the fundamental
trade-off between range, mobility and capacity that applies to all communications systems, this network
is unlikely to be based on a single network technology. In [35] it is presented an architecture for this
network, and shown how its subsystems can be integrated to form a single logical network.
In [7] the author studies the dissemination of sensor data (reports) from the sensor network to the
mobile ground forces (soldiers) for sensor gateways deployed in a battlefield scenario. Two schemes for
propagating sensor reports are presented. In a centralized approach, all sensor reports must go through
one designated node (command post). In a distributed approach, the network routes sensor reports
directly to the soldiers. In a generic soldier mobility model, soldiers move in small groups (squads)
along a line to random destinations on the battlefield.
The ad hoc wireless network is one of the most promising architectures for mobile networks. A
mobile ad hoc network is a group of mobile, wireless nodes that cooperatively and spontaneously form
a network. This network is independent of any fixed infrastructure or centralized administration.
Routing protocols in fixed networks have used algorithms that were traditionally based on link-state or
distance-vector-type routing [16]. The common strategy in these algorithms is that each node forwards
the message via the "shortest path". The concept of shortest path can be related to the number of hops,
link utilization or queuing delay. A good survey about novel network architectures is presented in [29].
Due to the nature of ad hoc wireless networks, the above-mentioned routing protocols, which have
a high complexity, cannot be used anymore. In wireless links the message complexity must be low,
because of the limited bandwidth and the routes must be found quickly, as the topology is probably
changing rapidly. The traditional link-state and distance vector routing protocols are not any more
effective in this environment [12,34]. In [17] we discuss the performance of routing protocols for ad hoc
wireless networks. In ad hoc wireless networks various division in cluster are used. In [5] we discuss
the performance in selecting cluster heads. In [1] are discussed issues related to multi domain networks,
and especially workload scheduling.
Network-wide broadcast is an essential feature for wireless networks. The simplest method for
broadcast service is flooding. Its advantages are its simplicity and reachability. However, for a single
broadcast, flooding generates abundant retransmissions resulting in battery power and bandwidth waste.
Also, the retransmissions of close nodes are likely to happen at the same time. As a result, flooding
quickly leads to message collisions and channel contention. This is known as the broadcast storm
problem [28]. A good classification and comparison of most of the proposed protocols is presented
in [40].
In [11] we have proposed a solution for authentication in heterogeneous networks. In [25] is discussed
the problem of timely packet transmission in a wireless soft real-time system such as one would find on
the battlefield.
Some of the proposed solutions that can be considered as competing with our solutions are discussed
in the following.
The 4D architecture [14,15,41] and its extension, CONMan architecture [13], design a new management and control plan for the Internet. The 4D architecture mostly addresses the routing related
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management issues and those that apply to management and control within an autonomous system.
However, each autonomous system (AS) of the Internet applies its own policies, including routing and
access functions. In 4D architecture such policies have to be distributed to each element of the AS
network. Therefore, applying inter AS or inter domain policies is not easy and any change in topology
of policies requires all node updates, which will result in high overhead and scalability problems. Furthermore, the distribution of policies at lower nodes exposes policies to high security vulnerabilities. In
our solution, the policies are applied at the higher level of the network hierarchy and single nodes, in
most cases, are not aware of such policies. Therefore, applying the policies, in our solution is easier and
safer than in 4D.
Maestro [27] proposes an operating system like approach for network control and management,
where network controls are implemented as applications over an operating environment. The Maestro
environment provides support to the network control applications much in the same way an operating
system provides support to the applications, by providing services such as, scheduling, synchronization,
interapplication communication, and resource multiplexing. But Maestro requires that, at least, the
higher level of hierarchy of the multi domain network apply the same "operating system," which is not
realistic in our scenarios of multi domain networks.
Autonomic Network Architecture (ANA) project [37] proposes self-configuring nodes that selforganize into a network system through neighbor interactions, with multiple such systems self-federating
into a heterogeneous Internetwork. In-Network Management (INM) [10,33] proposes an architectural
design for embedding management capabilities in all network entities and the management functionalities that can be achieved as a result of their collaboration. Again, such architectures are not realistic for
multi domain networks, where domains are independent of each other and their cooperation is based on
their individual policies.
Mobility has been one of the major concerns in the design of network architectures. Therefore,
extended efforts have been dedicated to design efficient and practical solutions for mobility. Mobile IP
(MIP) [19,31,?] and its enhancements [4,30] are among the most popular solutions to support mobility.
MIP-like solutions need modifications on access networks and support from service providers [8,20].
MIP suffers also from non optimal routing and triangulation.
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [23,26] is an architecture that separates identifier and IP address by
introducing Host Identity (HI). HI is initially acquired by DNS lookup, and mobile node keeps updating
peers and DNS record during move. HIP provides integrated end-to-end host mobility and security, but
mobility management is left open. For highly mobile nodes a type of rendezvous server is proposed,
though the role of rendezvous deployment could be questioned.
FARA [9] is an abstract high level architecture model aimed to provide general guidelines and a
flexible framework for clean slate Internet architecture. Mobility is one of the major concerns of FARA,
and it is primarily addressed by ID/locater split. FARA suggests to use rendezvous point to setup initial
connection to mobile node, or use directory service (fDS) to lookup and keep track of mobile node,
though the mechanism is left empty. However, MIP, HIP and FARA solutions do not support domain
mobility controlled by policies at domain level.
In this paper we propose a new Heterogeneous Multi Domain (HMD) architecture and related protocols.
In HMD architecture all operations, including mobility, connectivity, security and so on, are dynamically
controlled by policies specified at the highes level of network hierarchy, called control level.
Our solution provides QoS in communications, making possible the diversity of services for different
nodes, service prioritization and real-time communication among various domains.
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3. Heterogeneous Multi Domain (HMD) architecture
Various types of network domains operate in modern battlefields, as shown in Fig. 1. For example,
various elements of military forces, such as army, navy, air forces, and special units cooperate to achieve
specific tactical goals. Each one of these organizations has its own network structure in one or more
domains. The intercommunication among domains under different administrations is not at all trivial.
Different domains might use different routing, signalling and communication protocols. Domains could
be wired or mostly wireless based. They might be using different wireless architectures such as IEEE
802.11, WaMAX, infrastructure based or ad hoc ones, and so on. Domains might differ in size, offered
services, security policies and protocols. Furthermore, such characteristics can unpredictably change
during the battle events. For example, in particular moments the needs for interdomain communications
in a given domain can be increased significatively. In other occasions, the required level of QoS could
be necessary. Therefore, the interdomain network should be ready to adapt and satisfy such requests.
Another realistic scenario is that of cooperation among allied arm forces in the same battlefield. In this
case, besides the above mentioned challenges, intercommunications should be strongly policy-based.
While allies need to communicate, they would like to keep strict control about resource and intelligence
sharing.
In HMD architecture, interdomain communications are realized by a network of gateway nodes, called
control level. Gateways are special supernodes that communicate with their own domains and among
themselves. A domain could have one or more gateways, and this number can change dynamically
depending on needs for interdomain communications.
In the following we describe in greater detail the elements of HMD architecture and their major
responsibilities.
3.1. Nodes and domains
In HMD architecture no constrains are posed regarding the type of nodes and their network domains. In
most of the cases such domains will be wireless networks of different types, such as infrastructure based
or ad hoc ones, for examples IEEE 802.11 family, ad hoc networks, sensor networks and combinations
of them.
The nodes could be stationary or mobile, such as portable or wearable devices by soldiers, vehicles,
maned and unmanned aircrafts, floating and underwater devices, and so on. In the following we describe
the node’s responsibilities:
– Depending on the case, nodes in the same domain exchange information to fulfill their tactical
operation goals. For example, sensors collect information and send it to their sinks, soldiers
communicate with their commanders, etc. However, inderdomain communication is necessary at
tactical level. For example, soldiers or vehicles need to collect directly information from sensor
sinks; terrestrial forces will need tight local coordination with air force to avoid friendly fire. The
same is true among allied forces.
– Nodes have a personal Identity (ID). Node’s ID is unique in the whole network. ID could have several
parts that reflect various organizational hierarchies. Besides ID, a node in a given domain has a node
domain address with several fields, such as Domain ID, node address, and other parameters.
– Intra domain routing will be done using node domain addresses.
– Inter domain routing will be using node domain address or node’s ID. The use of node ID is especially
useful in case of moving nodes among various domains. When a node moves to a given domain,
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the node contacts the domain gateway and receives a node domain address. At the same time the
gateway updates the gateway network database with the mapping of the node ID and its node domain
address.
– To communicate with other nodes in other domains, a given node first locates and than communicates
with the appropriate gateway.
3.2. Gateways
In general, gateways have more recourses than other nodes. On one hand, gateways are able to
communicate will part or all g nodes of a given domain, or several domains. Gateways are installed
topically in aircrafts, ships, satellites, tanks and so on. On the other hand, gateways form a highly
connected high bandwidth network among themselves. In the following we describe in more detail
gateways and their network responsibilities:
– Gateways will advertise themselves to nodes of a given domain. Most importantly, gateways will
authenticate themselves to the nodes. The details of such protocols are outside of the scope of this
paper.
– Gateways are able to run different communication protocols, in order to interact with several domains.
There are two reasons for this: First, in continues changing conditions and topologies, a gateway
could be close to various domains; and Second, in order to satisfy mission oriented QoS, adaptive
load balancing among gateways might be needed, therefore they should be able to communicate
with several domains.
– Gateways will handle inderdomain mobility. A given node could move from one domain to another.
The appropriate gateway will provide necessary authentication and security information to the mobile
node in order to be accepted in the domain. Furthermore, gateways will keep track of the correct
mobile nodes’ locations among domains. Therefore, gateways will locate and map the node ID to
its current node domain address. For example, nodeA, in a given domain, needs to communicate
with nodeB. However, nodeA doe not know in which domain is currently nodeB. Therefore, nodeA
contacts its gateway and ask to communicate with nodeB. The gateway network knows in which
domain is nodeB, and forward the request there.
– Gateways translate between the protocols used by interdomain nodes that are communicating.
Therefore, nodes send their packets following the protocol of their own domain, and gateways will
do the needed translation. the translation from one protocol to another is not always trivial. The
details of such translation are out of the scope of this paper.
– A very important role for gateways and their network is administrative and policy management.
While it it desirable seamless communication among nodes of different domains, it is very important
that such communications and their security aspect follow policies and rules decided by domain
administrators. For example, not all services of a given domain might be available to other domains;
allied domains might want to restrict interconnections and exchange of data. Gateways will support
in applying security policies in per domain and per connection basses.
– Gateway networks will adapt to traffic requirements, based on missions and tactical situation in
battlefield. For example, the number of gateways will change depending on the needs of domains
for interdomain bandwidth and the QoS. Furthermore, gateways will provide differentiated service
to different types of traffic. The final goal is to optimally satisfy users need by using all available
network resources.
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3.3. Inter domain routing
HMD architecture supports two types of interdomain routing:
Point-to-Point Communications. This algorithm defines the action of nodes and gateways communications between a source and a destination that are in different domains.
Broadcast Communications. This algorithm defines the action for partial or full broadcast communication in one or more domains. The hierarchical structure of HDM is in particular suitable for broadcast
communications. In this case, one or more gateways can broadcast the message over the destination
domain.
Routing for Point-to-Point interdomain communications can be done based on the destination node
address or node ID. The latter case is more suitable for highly mobile nodes. We first discuss routing
based on network address.
The node address will be structures to include: Domain ID and node address in that domain. So when
node x of domain A need to send a packet to node y of domain B, it will forward the packet to one of
the available gateways. The gateway, first will consult the policy database regarding communications
among domain A and B, and nodes x and y of such domains. In case the communication is allowed,
the gateway will do the needed protocol translation and adaption, and will forward the packet to the
appropriate gateway that covers domain B. The latest gateway will forward the packet to node y.
When routing is done based on destination node ID, the corresponding gateway after receiving the
packet has to locate the destination node, by consulting the location database updated by all gateways. In
this database to each node ID corresponds the current node address. Later the communication continues
based on the founded node address.
We stress that HMD is very scalable. Independently of the number of nodes and domains the number
of needed messages is the same for each communication. In case of routing based on network address
there are three messages involved and one protocol translation. When routing is based on node ID, one
more location database reading is needed.
4. Policy based mobility and security
In MDN nodes could move from one domain to another. In such cases the moving nodes and other
nodes might need to communicate. We present in the following our solution for policy based mobility
and security that enables a tradeoff range between overhead and security.
We assume that each node in the network has a profile at his original server inside its domain. A profile
consists of two parts: the invariant part which includes user ID, authentication information, contract
information, etc; the other comprises variant information such as location information and current status,
plus the administration information of the domain where the node is currently in. The original server
issues the profile, and manages all information contained in the invariant of profile. This part profile is
signed by the original server that protect it from being modified by others. The original server also has
capability to invalidate the previous or expired profile. The variant part is updated by the the domain
hosting the mobile node, and the administration information is included as well.
When the node moves to another domain, the node updates its profile with the new location (address
assigned in the present location). Furthermore, the node’s profile replica could propagate or not,
depending on the applied policy) to other domain servers at various levels of hierarchy. The profile
replicas are distributed based on the history of the node’s moves (updates) and requests for communication
from other nodes (lookups). The copy of original profile is always stored at the original server.
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In HMD architecture, in order to communicate with a mobile node, peer nodes will need to access the
mobile node’s profile to locate it and retrieve authentication information. The mobile node will keep
updating its profile when it moves to a new place and a new network address is assigned. Servers, which
are deployed at each level which hold a replica of the mobile node’s profile, may make decision whether
grant or reject the lookup request from local nodes. The replication algorithm runs on these servers to
dynamically adjust the replication status of the mobile node’s profile.
In HMD architecture, the whole mobility management system follows the hierarchy-tree structure.
Hence, firstly every cross domain request and response must go through the Control Level formed by
the network of gateways. Therefore, the Control Level can impose the desired policies regarding cross
domain replications of profiles. Furthermore, each gateway can check all replica communication of its
descendant domains and make decision whether allow replica out to parent domain. For example, a node
X belongs to a sub-domain B11. In order to secure X’s location information to only recognized hosts in
network, B11’s gateway sets X’s replication rules as X’s profile cannot be propagated outside Domain
B. Therefore no matter when X moves, any node in network that wants to resolute X’s address must talk
to a server in Domain B which holds X’s profile replica, and servers within Domain B would follow the
white and black list to determine whether serve the incoming request. The gateway of Domain B can
filter out all possible leaks of X’s profile.
Each gateway may have different replication rules of a specific profile or a group of profiles belong
to its domain. In the case of necessity, the gateway can override the static rules defined in the profile,
and this type of intervention is usually taken to prevent leak of profile or information. The revocation
of existing replicas can also automatically spread along the replica tree, where the request propagates
similar to a update request.
4.1. Replication algorithm
The network cost is used as one criterion for profile replication algorithm. The network distance is
represented by hops c(X, Y ) between two locations X and Y, and the network cost is the sum of signaling
distance. rendezvous server from an external directory (especially the case millions of rendezvous servers
out there), and MIP may have triangle routing for all traffic. We define the number of update requests of
mobile node A sent from location X as u(A, X) and lookup request for A is l(A, X). If the rendezvous or
nearest server is in location Y, then the cost to send the update request is: u(A, X) · (c(X,
 Y )). For HMD
the total update cost including the cost to propagate to replica is: u(A, X)·(c(X, Y )+ r∈Replica c(Y, r)

when using unicast.
X∈Aenters u(A, X) · (c(X, Y )) for HIP
is:
 For a given period, the total cost
rendezvous mode, X∈Aenters u(A, X) · (c(X, Y ) + r∈Replica c(Y, r) for HMD. The lookup cost for

both HIP rendezvous and HMD is: 2 × X∈Request l(A, X) · c(X, Y ), and Y is rendezvous server for
HIP or nearest server for HMD.
We use the modified replication algorithm from [39]. The whole network is modeled as a tree. Each
node of the tree represents a HDM server. Network cost, i.e. sum of hops, is computed as weight of
requests. The online algorithm uses Lund’s algorithm [24] with Smart Propagation. A offset vector is
used to represent past information, by which replica state of a subscriber is determined according to
defined state transition table. For one edge of a network level:
1: From request (either update or lookup) submitted locally or propagated from the other end of edges,
adjust the offset vector F .
2: Set new replica state S base on new offset vector F .
3: if receives lookup request then
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4:
Propagate request to the other end if F changes with a local replica.
5: else
6:
Propagate request to the other end if F changes without a replica on the other end.
7: end if
4.2. Simulation of policy enforcement on mobility
The presented simulations are based on the policy enforcement discussed above, and the result in Fig. 3
clearly shows the trade off between level of security and network overhead or performance. We use an
abstract topology model that has only network gateways as topology node and each gateway represents
nodes and sub networks belong to it. The topology comprises of ten tier-1 gateways, 21 tier-2 gateways
and 77 tier-3 gateways, as shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity only hierarchy connections are considered.
Mobile node movement is represented as moving from leaf networks to leaf networks. Other nodes who
want to talk to mobile nodes also reside in leaf networks.
HIP Rendezvous Server (RVS/HLR) model [22] is used as reference: each time a mobile node moves
it will notify its rendezvous sever for a address update. Any peers of this mobile node that want to contact
it need to initially talk to rendezvous server in order to be redirected to the mobile node, which actually
is address lookup. In HMD various level servers will be used as replication servers under the control of
gateways. As a result the replication tree of each mobile node’s profile will dynamically be adjusted on
the corresponding level servers.
For the simulation period, we assume that each mobile node will move 20 times. Each node will
use a random walk move pattern, and moving distance is randomly generated complying to Binomial
distribution with p = 0.5, λ = 20. (Here λ means tested for 20 times. Each time stands for a step and
one step equals one leaf network. λ has no relation with the move times). During simulation one mobile
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node will be looked up for 200 times (which can be viewed as 200 peers and one time per peer, or 100
peers and two times per peer, etc.), for a 1:20 update/lookup ratio. The unit of time corresponds to events
of lookup request, i.e. 20 units of time contains 20 lookups and one update request. The simulation
process is repeated for 100 times, which represents 100 distinct mobile nodes, to gather enough amount
of data in order to compensate the effect of skewed random number generation.
We run simulation on different level of security rules to test the tradeoff between performance and
security, as shown in Fig. 3. From the result we can see that when there is no policy enforced that the
replication can be freely adjusted among all servers, the HMD has less overall network cost compared
to RVS/HLR solutions. In addition after initial replication tree adjustment HMD usually have much less
lookup latency due to localized replica.
Then we enforce a harsh policy “1” which forbidden replication extending beyond A1. This policy de
facto makes HDM similar to RVS/HLR except the possibility to set up replica in sub network of A1, if
they could have enough lookup requests. The result is no surprise that HMD with policy “1” has similar
network cost to RVS/HLR, and at some time even higher due to synchronization cost. However, this is
the scenario of tight security enforcement such the if anyone wants to talk to a mobile node must acquire
permission from it local server A1.
Next we enforce a policy “2”, such that the replication of mobile node’s profile is now allowed to
extent over the Control Level. Since we assume the mobile node belongs to server A1 and its original
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profile is stored there, then under policy “2” the replica tree will stop extending at headquarter, which
is enforced by headquarter server. Nodes and servers under network B, C, and D will have to query the
gateways at Control Level to fetch profile of the mobile node, but nodes and serves in network A can still
benefit from localized replica. For example, network A54 has a large amount of lookup requests and as
a result a replica is set up at A5’s server that reduces lookup request for all nodes and in network A5
and A5’s sub network. The overall network cost is increased compared to HMD without policy, but still
lower than RVS/HLR.
5. Dynamic capacity at control level
In this Section we will analyze and discuss the adaptation of gateway resources to the needs of
interdomain traffic. Our goal is to show how the network can self adapt, by changing the number of
gateways, to keep the QoS at the desired level.
When the traffic rate and its QoS requirements cannot be satisfied by a single gateway, other gateways
can start to serve the domain. As a result the queuing probabilities and the waiting time for messages
accumulated in every involved gateway will de decreased. By using the probability theory we can
calculate the improvement in the case of having a total of m gateways. Therefore, the system can adjust
to the right number of gateways.
Let us suppose that for every involved gateway that the resultant of all incoming streams is an overall
stream with arrival rate λc. Same way we will suppose that the messages are transmitted from one of the
gateways with a Poisson transmitting rate: µ. In this case we have the case of M/M/m model [6] and we
can calculate the queuing probability.
We model the system of m gateways in a domain by the M/M/m system [6]. The probability that a
message arrival will find all gateways busy and will be forced to wait in queue is given by:
∞
PW = Σ∞
n=m pn = Σn=m

p0 (mρ)m ∞
p0 mm ρn
=
Σn=m ρn−m
m!
m!

(1)

and finally by:
PW =

p0 mm ρn
m!(1 − ρ)

where p0 is give by Eq. (3). Equation (2) is known as the Erlang C formula.


n
(mρ)n −1
m−1 (mρ)
+
p0 = Σn=0
n!
m!(1 − ρ)

(2)

(3)

The expected number of messages waiting in queue is given by:
NW = Σ∞
n=0 npm+n

(4)

In [6] it is shown that:
p0 (mρ)m ∞
mm ρm+n
=
Σn=0 nρn
m!
m!
Finally it can be obtained:
ρ
NW = PW
1−ρ
NW = Σ∞
n=0 np0

(5)

(6)
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The average waiting time W m a message has to wait in queue when there are m gateways is:
Wm =

ρPW
NW
=
λ
λ(1 − ρ)

(7)

The average delay per message is, therefore:
Tm =

1
ρPW
1
+W = +
µ
µ λ(1 − ρ)

Using ρ =
Tm =

λ
mµ ,

(8)

we have:

1
PW
1
+W = +
µ
µ mµ − λ

(9)

while when there is only one gateway per domain the average delay would be:
T =

1
µ−λ

(10)

In the case of one gateway, when λ is slightly less then µ, the queue and consequently the delay is
increased, as shown from Eq. (10). For the same λ, in the case of multiple gateways, we will have
λ < mµ. Therefore, in Eq. (9) PW is small and the delay is close to 1/µ. On the other hand, if the load
is higher, that means in the case of multiple gateways (λ ≈ mµ) the delay is given by Eq. (9), while if
it was a single gateway the delay in this case becomes unbounded. Furthermore, Eq. (9) can be used to
quantify the reduction in delay per hop in case there are m gateways in each domain.
In the case of multiple gateways, the q-Percentile of the waiting time is given by the following
equation [18]:


Wm 100PW
max 0,
ln
(11)
PW 100 − q
Using Eq. (11), we can optimize the efficiency of this protocol by adjusting the number of gateways
used. So if we would like to satisfy the condition that 80 or 90 % of messages need to wait less than a
desired amount of time we can find from Eq. (11) the desired number of gateways that we need to use.
We illustrate the tradeoff between traffic load, delay and number of gateways with the following
example adapted from [38].
Suppose there is only one gateway serving a given domain. For the given arrival rate, the gateway
is 40% utilized and giving acceptable performance (delay). Now, let us assume that the traffic rate is
increased, how many gateways would be needed to keep the same performance. Let assume that the
service time is 1 for convenience. Therefore, following M/M/1 model, the original one single gateway
must have an arrival rate λ = 0.4 to give ρ = 40% utilization, and the average waiting time in queue will
be W = 1.67. Figure 4 shows how much multiple gateways can be loaded compared to single gateway.
For example, if single gateway of 40% utilization is acceptable, we can load three gateway system up to
73% and obtain the same queuing delay. The ten system gateway can be loaded up to 90% for the same
performance.
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Fig. 4. Tradeoff among delay, traffic load and number of gateways.

6. Conclusions
We presented a new architecture for Heterogeneous Multi Domain (HMD) networks, which are
under different administrations. HMD architecture enables operation controls based on domain policies.
Therefore, routing, mobility, and security can be flexibly designed based on individual domain policy. We
showed how our solution enables tradeoffs among network overhead and desired security level, following
specific policies. Furthermore, HMD can dynamically self-adapt to traffic needs for bandwidth and QoS.
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